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ABSTRACT Cellular networks are composed of complicated interconnections among components, and some subnetworks of
particular functioning are often identiﬁed as network motifs. Among such network motifs, feedback loops are thought to play
important dynamical roles. Intriguingly, such feedback loops are very often found as a coupled structure in cellular circuits.
Therefore, we integrated all the scattered information regarding the coupled feedbacks in various cellular circuits and
investigated the dynamical role of each coupled structure. Finally, we discovered that coupled positive feedbacks enhance
signal ampliﬁcation and bistable characteristics; coupled negative feedbacks realize enhanced homeostasis; coupled positive
and negative feedbacks enable reliable decision-making by properly modulating signal responses and effectively dealing with
noise.
INTRODUCTION
Complex cellular behaviors can be seen as a result of
interactions between numerous intracellular or extracellular
biomolecules. To ﬁgure out cellular behaviors, it is therefore
important to investigate the topology of cellular circuits and
corresponding dynamical characteristics. As a means of
conducting such investigations, network motifs (1) have been
proposed and studied in various cellular circuits. For instance,
feedback loops (Fig. 1) (2–5) and signaling cascades (6,7) in
signaling networks and feedforward loops in gene transcrip-
tional networks (1,8) have been studied. Among those,
feedback loops have been identiﬁed as playing an important
role (9,10) in maintaining cellular homeostasis, producing
sustained oscillations (11), andmaking critical decisions such
as cell fate (12,13) and cell development decisions (14).
Interestingly, such feedback loops are often found as a
coupled structure rather than a single isolated form in various
cellular circuits (see Tables 1–3 for summary). There have
been some studies on the coupled feedback loops for
particular cases (5,15–17), but no uniﬁed investigation has
been reported. The question is what the advantages are of
such coupled feedback loops, since they must have evolved
to achieve speciﬁc regulatory functions in cellular circuits.
To answer this question, we ﬁrst explore the dynamic
characteristics of single feedback loops and then study all
possible combinations of such single feedback loops. We can
classify the coupled structures of feedback loops into three
basic modules: PP (a positive feedback loop 1 a positive
feedback loop) (Fig. 2 A and Table 1), PN (a positive
feedback loop 1 a negative feedback loop) (Fig. 2 B and
Table 2), and NN (a negative feedback loop 1 a negative
feedback loop) (Fig. 2 C and Table 3). We can consider any
coupled feedback circuit as a combination of these basic
modules. For simplicity, we consider the coupled feedback
loops that share only one node, but the results can be
extended to any topology without loss of generality. Through
extensive computer simulations and integrative analysis of
all scattered previous experimental results, we discovered
that the coupled feedback loops have their own roles, which
single feedback loops cannot perform. In particular, we
found that PP enhances signal ampliﬁcation and bistability,
NN realizes enhanced homeostasis, and PN guarantees
reliable decision-making by properly modulating signal
responses and effectively dealing with noise.
METHODS
The dynamics of cellular circuits are in general quite complicated due to the
nonlinear interactions among the components. Therefore, we focus only on
the functional regulatory relationship between two components and develop
a mathematical model that can represent such relationships irrespective of
particular parameter values. Let us consider two interacting molecules X and
Y, and employ Hill functions to describe the biomolecular interactions (see
(1,18,19) for Hill-type models). If X activates Y, we can describe the
dynamics as follows:
dY
dt
¼ VXðX=KXYÞ
H
11 ðX=KXYÞH
 KdYY1KbY: (1)
If X inhibits Y, we can describe the dynamics as follows:
dY
dt
¼ VX
11 ðX=KXYÞH
 KdYY1KbY: (2)
Here, VX represents the regulatory effect of X, the Hill coefﬁcient H
indicates the sensitivity of Y with respect to X, the threshold parameter KXY
denotes the threshold of X inducing a signiﬁcant response of Y, KdY
represents the degradation rate constant of Y, and KbY indicates the basal
synthesis rate of Y (see Supplementary Material for the meaning of each
parameter in the context of dynamics). Let us consider the case where two
nodes X and Y commonly regulate Z. In molecular regulatory networks, there
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might exist several different coregulation mechanisms that can be explained
by OR-gate logic or AND-gate logic. Hence, it is difﬁcult to deal with all
possible regulation mechanisms in a uniﬁed framework. Because we assume
that only one of the three nodes (Fig. 2, X) is stimulated in the coupled
feedback loop structure, we focus on the competitive OR-gate logic in this
article. As in the case of feedforward loops (1), both noncompetitive and
competitive binding showed similar results in this case (the AND-gate logic
applies to a different situation, where more than one stimulation is given to
activate both feedback loops in a coupled structure). With this assumption,
we can construct the mathematical models of coupled feedback loops as
follows: if both X and Z activate Y, the resulting dynamics are
dY=dt ¼VYððX=KXYÞH1 ðZ=KZYÞHÞ=ð11 ðX=KXYÞH
1 ðZ=KZYÞHÞ  KdYY1KbY: (3)
If X activates Y, but Z represses Y, the resulting dynamics are
dY=dt ¼VYðX=KXYÞH=ð11 ðX=KXYÞH
1 ðZ=KZYÞHÞ  KdYY1KbY: (4)
If both X and Z repress Y, the resulting dynamics are
dY=dt ¼VY=ð11 ðX=KXYÞH1 ðZ=KZYÞHÞ  KdYY1KbY:(5)
Based on these basic formulations, we constructed mathematical models
for simulations, with an external stimulation given to X (we assume that a
stimulation is given to X in an additive manner for all networks). The
equations were solved numerically with MATLAB 7.0 (R14) (The
MathWorks, Natick, MA). All parameter values were set to 1, except for
the Hill coefﬁcient, H, and Kb, unless explicitly stated otherwise. We further
set H at 2 and Kb at 0 (see Supplementary Material for detailed explanations
on these parameter settings). The bifurcation diagrams (see Fig. 4) were
drawn using Matcont 2.8, which is a toolbox of MATLAB.
In biomolecular regulatory networks, we often cannot distinguish input
nodes from output nodes. Hence, we have to consider the product of signs on
arrows in the feedback loop. Throughout this article, a positive (negative)
feedback loop means a loop whose product of the signs on arrows is positive
(negative), as illustrated in Fig. 1, A and B (Fig. 1,C andD). We also note that
each node in a network can represent various molecular entities. For instance,
the node of a gene regulatory network denotes the gene expression level,
whereas the node of a signaling network denotes the level of an activated
signaling protein.
RESULTS
Single feedback loops
Themain role of positive feedback loops is the ampliﬁcation of
signal. On the other hand, positive feedbacks elongate the time
to arrive at a steady state, resulting in a slow response (Fig. 3D).
Such a slow response might be disadvantageous in making an
instantaneous decision for critical or lethal stimuli, but it helps
to avoid a careless decision. In this regard, the slow response
caused by positive feedback loops can be useful in making an
important decision, such as those involving cell development
and apoptosis. Another property related to positive feedback
loops is bistability or, more generally,multistability.A positive
feedback induces two stable states depending on the range of
feedback strengths (20). In addition, hysteresis can be caused
by positive feedback (see (3) for details on bistability and hys-
teresis). Hysteresis also enables a reliable decision under noisy
andﬂuctuatingenvironments.For instance, the irreversiblehys-
teretic switch realized by positive feedback loops plays an im-
portant role in cell cycle or developmental control (14,21–25).
Themain role of negative feedback loops ismaintaining the
homeostasis of cellular systems. Circadian rhythms (11) and
NF-kB oscillations (26) are examples of such regulation by
negative feedback loops. Moreover, negative feedback loops
play an important role in signal adaptation or desensitization
to sustained stimulation, which is often found in various
signaling networks. As negative feedback loops usually
reduce signal responses, they also function as noise ﬁlters and
thereby make cells ignore noises in signals. In contrast to
positive feedback loops, negative feedback loops accelerate
signal responses (Fig. 3 D). Thus, negative feedbacks help to
make a prompt decision for strong and critical stimuli. We
veriﬁed these results for a wide range of parameter values (see
Supplementary Material).
As shown in Fig. 3, E and F, the time delays between
nodes in a feedback loop affect its dynamics (see Supple-
mentary Material for the detailed method used to obtain Fig.
3, E and F). Fig. 3 E shows that larger time delays between
nodes in a positive feedback loop induce slower responses,
whereas Fig. 3 F shows that larger time delays between
nodes in a negative feedback loop induce oscillations with
larger amplitudes (we veriﬁed these results for a wide range
of parameter values; see Supplementary Material). In this
respect, we employ the mathematical models addressing time
delay effects in the simulation of oscillatory properties.
Basic modules of coupled feedback loops: PP,
PN, and NN
Various cellular circuits have been found to contain feedback
loops and, more interestingly, we found that such feedback
FIGURE 1 Single feedback loops with two nodes. (A and B) Positive
feedback loops. (C and D) Negative feedback loops.
FIGURE 2 Network motifs of coupled feedback loops. (A) PP structures.
(B) PN structures. (C) NN structures.
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loops exist as a coupled structure in many cases (Tables 1–3).
To investigate the topological property of feedback loops, let
us consider a single feedback loop with two nodes (any other
structure can be reduced to this topologically equivalent form)
and further consider coupled feedback loops that share a
common node. These types of coupled feedback structures
then provide a basis for all possible coupled feedback
structures (see Supplementary Material for more details).
There are, in all, 10 possible combinations (Fig. 2), and these
can be further classiﬁed into three basic modules: PP (a
positive feedback loop 1 a positive feedback loop), PN (a
positive feedback loop1 a negative feedback loop), and NN
(a negative feedback loop 1 a negative feedback loop).
Sample circuits of PP are shown in Table 1, including the
muscle cell fate speciﬁcation network, the galactose signaling
network, the mitotic triggering network in Xenopus, and the
cell cycle network in budding yeast. Table 2 illustrates sample
circuits of PN, including the galactose signaling network in
yeast, the mitotic triggering network in Xenopus, the cell-
cycle-regulating network in budding yeast, and the circadian
networks in Drosophila and Mammalia. Examples of the NN
circuit are shown in Table 3, including the ERK signaling
network, the chemotactic signaling network in amebae, the p53
network, and circadian networks. Among these examples,
some previously known regulation logic on the common nodes
is summarized inSupplementaryMaterial, Table S1.We found
that most are close to OR-gate logic, and therefore we conﬁne
our study to such OR-gate logic, as described in Methods.
PP induces a slower but ampliﬁed signal response
and enhances bistability
Since positive feedback loops make signal responses slower
and amplify them, both the response time and amplitude
increase when two positive feedback loops are coupled (see
Fig. 5). We veriﬁed these results for a wide range of
parameter values (see Supplementary Material). To investi-
gate the effect on bistability of coupling positive feedback
loops, we compared the bifurcation diagram of a single
positive feedback loop to that of PP (Fig. 4). We found that
the parameter range for bistability in the PP model is much
broader than that in the single positive feedback model (see
Supplementary Material for simulation results for a wide
range of parameter values). This implies that coupling
positive feedback loops enforces the bistability.
TABLE 2 Sample circuits of PN
Related network Coupled feedback loops Related network Coupled feedback loops
Mitotic trigger in Xenopus (21,30) APC a Cdc2/ APC Galactose-signaling
network in yeast (22)
Gal80 a Gal4/ Gal80
Cdc25/ Cdc2/ Cdc25 Gal3/ Gal4/Gal3
Ca21 spikes/oscillations (29) SERCA a Ca21cyt/SERCA Receptor Signals
by b-arrestins (33)
c-Src a GRK/ c-Src
IP3R/Ca21cyt/IP3R G/ GRK/ G
Ca21 spikes/oscillations (29) SERCA a Ca21cyt/SERCA B. subtilis
competence event (32)
ComS/ ComK a ComS
RYR/Ca21cyt/RYR ComK/ ComK
Circadian oscillation in Drosophila (11) Per/Tim a Clk/Cyc/ Per/Tim Mitotic trigger in
Xenopus (21,30)
APC a Cdc2/ APC
PDP1/ Clk/Cyc/ PDP1 Weel a Cdc2 a Weel
Circadian oscillation in Drosophila (11) Vri a Clk/Cyc/ Vri Mitotic trigger in
Xenopus (21,30)
APC a Cdc2/ APC
PDP1/ Clk/Cyc/ PDP1 Myt1 a Cdc2 a Myt1
Circadian oscillation in Mammalia (11) Per/Cry a Clock/Bmal1/ Per/Cry Circadian oscillation
in Mammalia (11)
Rev-erba a Clock/Bmal1/ Rev-erba
Rora/ Clock/Bmal1/ Rora Rora/ Clock/Bmal1/ Rora
TABLE 1 Sample circuits of PP
Related network Coupled feedback loops Related network Coupled feedback loops
Ca21 spikes/oscillations (29) IP3R/Ca21cyt/IP3R Mitotic trigger in Xenopus (21,30) Weel a cdc2 a weel
RYR/Ca21cyt/RYR Cdc25/ cdc2/ Cdc25
Muscle cell fate speciﬁcation (12) CDO/ MyoD/ CDO Mitotic trigger in Xenopus (21,30) Myt1 a cdc2 a Myt1
Akt2/MyoD/ Akt2 Cdc25/ cdc2/ Cdc25
Muscle cell fate speciﬁcation (12) CDO/ MyoD/ CDO Start of cell cycle in budding
yeast (27,31)
Sic1 a cdc28 a Sic1
Myostain/ MyoD/ Myostain Cln/ cdc28/ Cln
Galactose-signaling network in
yeast (22)
Gal3/ Gal4/Gal3 B. subtilis competence event (32) RoK a ComK a RoK
Gal2/ Gal4/ Gal2 ComK/ ComK
Kallikrein-kinin system (28) PLAT/ PLG/ PLAT Th1 and Th2 differentiation (14) STAT6/ GATA3/ STAT6
F12/ PLG/ F12 STAT4 a GATA3 a STAT4
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Another study on the noise robustness of PP (15) showed
that coupled positive feedback loops with different feedback
reaction speeds can effectively reduce the signal noise.
In summary, we found that coupled positive feedback loops
can enhance signal ampliﬁcation and bistability. Actually,
such a PP module is found in networks requiring those chara-
cteristics. For instance, PP is found in the muscle-cell-fate
speciﬁcation networks (12,13), T-cell differentiation (Th1
cell or Th2 cell) network (14), the cell-cycle start system (27),
and Kallikrein-kinin system (28). Since the cell-fate decision,
cell differentiation, and cell-cycle start should be irreversible,
their switching mechanisms require strong bistability. There-
fore, these systems might have evolutionarily acquired PP.
NN enhances sustained oscillations
and homeostasis
Negative feedback loops suppress signal amplitudes resulting
in noise reduction. If two negative feedback loops are coupled
together, such a property gets further enhanced. In addition,
coupling negative feedback loops accelerates the response
time.On the other hand,we note thatmany circadian networks
and the chemotactic signaling network in ameba, both of
which show sustained oscillations, contain NN. Thus, we can
speculate that NN enforces the sustained oscillation.Actually,
we can verify from Fig. 6 that coupling negative feedback
loops enhances oscillations. Fig. 6 A illustrates that coupled
negative feedback loops induce damped oscillations with
larger amplitudes compared to a single negative feedback
loop, and we found that this holds for a wide range of random
parameter values. Moreover, coupled negative feedback
loops can even induce sustained oscillations with parameters
bywhich a single negative feedback loop shows only damped
oscillations (Fig. 6 B). Fig. 6 C shows that coupled negative
feedback loops have wider parameter ranges for sustained
oscillations compared to a single negative feedback loop.
Since coupling negative feedback loops enhances sustained
oscillations, we suppose that the sustained oscillation is more
robust to noise. Fig. 6D shows the oscillation proﬁles ofN and
NN for a noisy stimulus of short duration at time 6. We found
that NN maintains the oscillation period better than N for the
given perturbing stimulation. In summary, if negative feed-
back loops are coupled, then the response time and amplitude
are decreased, leading to efﬁcient noise reduction (Fig. 6). In
addition, coupling negative feedback loops enhances sus-
tained oscillations and therefore also enhances the restoring
mechanismwith respect to external perturbations.We veriﬁed
these results for a wide range of parameter values (see Sup-
plementary Material). Finally, we conclude that coupling
negative feedback loops enhances the cellular homeostasis.
PN effectively modulates signal responses while
suppressing noise
PN can have the properties of both positive feedback loops
and negative feedback loops. Since negative feedback loops
suppress the noise of input signals, PN can reduce noise. In
addition, we found that the response time of PN is shorter
than that of positive feedback loops but longer than that
of negative feedback loops (Fig. 7). On the other hand,
bistability is rarely found in PN if its negative feedback is
superior. In such a case, PN can induce oscillations (see
Supplementary Material for the parameter ranges of oscil-
lation and bistability). However, due to the positive feedback
loop, the oscillation is much suppressed compared with the
case of negative feedback loops (Fig. 7). We veriﬁed this
result for a wide range of parameter values (see Supplemen-
tary Material). Thus, PN is considered to be a regulatory
FIGURE 3 Temporal response curves of Y in the
three networks. (A) Simple regulation. (B) A
positive feedback loop with a time delay t. (C) A
negative feedback loop with a time delay t. (D)
Temporal response curves of Y in the three net-
works (A–C) where t was set to zero. (E) Temporal
response curves of Y in the positive feedback loop
with time delays t ¼ 0, 1, and 2. (F) Temporal
response curves of Y in the negative feedback loop
with time delays t ¼ 0, 1, and 2.
TABLE 3 Sample circuits of NN
Related network Coupled feedback loops
Circadian oscillation
in Drosophila (11)
Per/Tim a Clk/Cyc/ Per/Tim
Vri a Clk/Cyc/ Vri
Circadian oscillation
in Mammalia (11)
Per/Tim a Clk/Cyc/ Per/Tim
Vri a Clk/Cyc/ Vri
TSH-cAMP signaling pathway
in thyrocytes (34)
RGS2 a AC/ RGS2
GRK aAC/ GRK
Chemotactic signaling
in Ameba (35)
ERK2/ PKA a ERK2
ACA/ PKA a ACA
Plant circadian clock (36) TOC1/ CCA1/LHY a TOC1
CCA1/LHY a CCA1/LHY
p53 network (13) p38MAPK/ p53 a p38MAPK
Mdm2 a p53/ Mdm2
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motif that can efﬁciently deal with signal noise while achiev-
ing proper response time. For instance, Ramsey et al. (5)
showed that PN suppresses cellular heterogeneity in the
yeast GAL regulon network (5). When positive and negative
feedback loops are blocked in the yeast GAL regulon
network, a slow and bimodal response to galactose stimu-
lation is observed. This result also implies that most cells
respond in a similar way to galactose stimulation because
of PN. We also found that PN can reduce the stochastic
transcriptional noise while amplifying the signal. This mech-
anism can be explained as follows: negative feedback loops
reduce noise, but they can also suppress signals. This might
cause cells to improperly react to a weak stimulation.
However, if a positive feedback loop is coupled with the
negative feedback loop, signal responses are ampliﬁed and
cells can make a proper decision even for such weak stimu-
lation. In addition, PN also induces adaptation to a sustained
stimulation. Let us consider a cellular circuit that has a fast
positive feedback loop (e.g., via protein-protein interactions)
coupled with a slow negative feedback loop (e.g., via gene
transcription). If a stimulus is applied to this PN, the fast
positive feedback loop responds ﬁrst and the slow negative
feedback loop responds afterward. Thus, in the beginning,
the signal is ampliﬁed by the positive feedback loop and cells
respond to the stimulus, but the signal is then reduced or
eliminated by the negative feedback loop and cells no longer
respond to the stimulus. Kim et al. (17) showed that two
positive feedbacks coupled with one negative feedback can
efﬁciently suppress noise, resulting in uniform response
proﬁles (with respect to response duration and amplitude) for
similar stimulations. In summary, we conclude that PN has
the advantages of both positive feedback loops and negative
feedback loops, and that it is the most common regulatory
motif, found ubiquitously in various cellular circuits.
DISCUSSION
Feedback loops have been observed in various cellular
circuits and we noticed that such feedback loops are coupled
with each other in many cases. It is well known that single
feedback loops have particular roles. Positive feedback loops
amplify signals, cause bistability or hysteresis, and elongate
response time, whereas negative feedback loops reduce
response signal amplitude and response time, and maintain
homeostasis. Such single feedbacks might not be sufﬁcient to
cope with various environmental changes or cellular dam-
ages, and coupled feedback structures might thus have
emerged as a result of evolution. In this spirit, we classiﬁed
the coupled feedback structures into three modules (PP, PN,
and NN) and investigated their respective roles. Finally, we
found that coupling feedback loops makes a cellular circuit
fault-tolerant with respect to malfunction or mutation of some
nodes in the feedback loop. For instance, a single positive
feedback with a mutated node cannot properly carry its own
role, but PP can still complete the expected role. More
importantly, we found that coupling feedback loops
strengthens individual feedback loops, thereby enhancing
their properties. For instance, PP enhances the ampliﬁcation
of signal responses and bistability, which are the roles of
single positive feedback loops; NN enhances sustained
oscillation and homeostasis, which are the roles of single
negative feedback loops. We also revealed that coupling
feedback loops often results in unexpected properties that are
not found in either single feedback loop. For instance, PPwith
different feedback reaction speeds can effectively eliminate
signal noise; PN can produce a uniform signal response by
properly modulating cellular noise. Another characteristic we
found in coupled feedback loops is that they enable cellular
systems to produce more various response proﬁles by
controlling an expanded set of parameters such as feedback
strength and time delays between nodes.
Although we cannot isolate the role of particular coupled
feedback loops if they are embedded in a large complex
circuit, this study provides us with a hint as to their hidden
role in making up the integrated stimulus-response charac-
teristics. Conversely, we can also infer the global properties
of a given cellular circuit by investigating the coupled
feedback loops inside. For instance, if a circuit contains
many positive feedback loops coupled with each other, we
can infer that the system might exhibit strong signal
ampliﬁcation or bistable characteristics. On the other hand,
if a circuit contains many negative feedback loops coupled
with each other, we can infer that the system might be well
regulated for external stimulation and show a relatively fast
FIGURE 4 Bifurcation diagrams for a single feedback loop (A) and
for PP (B).
FIGURE 5 (A) Response curves of a single positive feedback loop (P) and
PP. (B) Normalized response curves of P and PP. The values used in the
simulations were VX ¼ 0.5, VY ¼ 1, VZ ¼ 0.5, KXY ¼ 1, KYX ¼ 0.5, KYZ ¼
0.5, KZY ¼ 0.5, KdX ¼ 2, KdY ¼ 0.5, and KdZ ¼ 0.5.
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response. However, we also note that such characteristics of
coupled feedback loops are not a simple integrated effect of
each individual feedback loop. As an example, all three basic
modules PP, PN, and NN appeared to have in common the
property of noise robustness.
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